
i�6GPT helps identify the standard essentiality of a patent’s claim elements or an 
application’s draft claims. This crucial feature enables patent holders or 
applicants to determine the relevancy of their intellectual property to WiFi 6 

(IEEE 802.11ax) standards. The key bene�ts include:
Highly Relevant Section Clauses: By analyzing patent claims, wi�6GPT assists 
researchers in identifying highly relevant sections and clauses. This capability streamlines 
the patent analysis process and saves valuable time and e�ort.
Standard Essential Patent Claim Charting: wi�6GPT facilitates the creation of Standard 
Essential Patent (SEP) claim charts. This feature allows patent holders to clearly de�ne and 
outline the essential elements of their patents within the context of WiFi 6 standards.
Licensing Opportunity Discovery: With wi�6GPT, patent holders can uncover new 
licensing opportunities. By identifying potential licensing candidates and technical 
clauses, wi�6GPT assists in driving new revenue through patent licensing.
Revenue Generation: wi�6GPT empowers patent holders to generate licensing revenue. 
By leveraging the tool's insights and identifying licensing opportunities, patent holders 
can monetize their intellectual property and reinvest in next-generation innovation.
Automation and E�ciency: wi�6GPT utilizes advanced algorithms and machine learning 
capabilities to automate the patent analysis process. This automation reduces the time 
and e�ort required for analysis, allowing patent holders to focus on strategic 
decision-making and licensing negotiations.
Competitive Advantage: By utilizing wi�6GPT, businesses can gain a competitive edge 
by incorporating WiFi 6 capabilities into their products and services. This advantage 
enables them to deliver superior connectivity solutions and meet the increasing demands 
of customers in a rapidly evolving digital landscape.

By analyzing patent claims and identifying standard essentiality, wi�6GPT enables patent 
holders to determine the relevancy of their intellectual property to WiFi 6 standards. This 
powerful tool assists researchers in pinpointing highly relevant sections and clauses, 
facilitating the creation of Standard Essential Patent (SEP) claim charts.
Leveraging wi�6GPT, patent holders can uncover new licensing opportunities and 
generate substantial revenue streams. By identifying potential licensing candidates and 
technical clauses, wi�6GPT empowers patent holders to capitalize on their inventions and 
drive innovation in the WiFi 6 ecosystem. This newfound revenue can be reinvested in the 
development of next-generation technologies, fueling the cycle of progress and 
technological advancement.
Apex Standards wi�6GPT o�ers a comprehensive suite of features to streamline the 
patent analysis process. Its advanced algorithms and machine learning capabilities 
e�ciently assess patent claims, providing patent holders with accurate and actionable 
insights. By automating the identi�cation of highly relevant clauses, wi�6GPT reduces the 
time and e�ort required for patent analysis, allowing patent holders to focus on strategic 
decision-making and licensing negotiations. To learn more, visit our website

www.apexstandards.com
or contact support@apexstandards.com
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Figure 1 wifi6GPT empowers researchers to explore and validate 
concepts by checking if they have been adopted anywhere in the 
WiFi 6 standards. This capability saves valuable time and 
institution resources, enabling them to focus on concepts that are 
relevant and applicable. Even when a concept, such as SVD, is not 
explicitly mentioned in the technical clauses, wifi6GPT delves into 
the underlying semantic meaning to extract procedures that either 
implement it without explicit mention or implicitly incorporate it.

Figure 2 wifi6GPT offers a powerful capability to associate claim elements with potentially relevant WiFi 6 
standards by understanding their technical meanings. In this example, wifi6GPT provides detailed explanations 
and evidence of standard relevance, laying the foundation for future claim charting and establishing standard 
essentiality. Additionally, wifi6GPT supports searching within the primary publications of IEEE 802.11ax and 
across all amendments, meeting specific requirements set by Patent Pools, such as Sisvel's. This comprehensive 
search capability ensures a thorough analysis and maximizes the value of innovators’ intellectual property.
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